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Digital Minute
Issue 12 — Sept. 2011

Digital Minute

The Digital Commons Newsletter

Updating Your SelectedWorks Photo
The Digital Commons software will automatically resize your photo to fit in the
thumbnail of your SelectedWorks page. However, if your photo is the wrong
size it can look distorted. The ideal photo size is 135px by 180px, but if your
photo is a different size, it should have a width-height ratio of 0.75.

Read previous issues of
Digital Minute.

Please send all photo updates to bmatthie@butler.edu. You can send us any
photo that adheres to the above size recommendations. If you need a new
photo taken, please contact the campus photographer, Brent Smith
(bsmith@butler.edu or 9444).

BU Digital Collections

Dynamic Content

Previous Issues

Visit our Digital
Commons and Digital
Images Collection.

Need research?
You can search across
120 institutional
repositories!
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Know someone who wants a
SelectedWorks page or who
would like to contribute?
Have them contact
bmatthie@butler.edu.

Butler’s Digital Commons is an electronic showcase for select faculty work.
Much like other institutional repositories, our primary content is traditional
scholarship. However, Digital Commons is also an excellent vehicle for
promoting such alternate content as audio, video, and presentations.
What follows are a few examples of contributors who have content that really
stands out!
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sample recordings from Kate Boyd’s CD
Amanda Gingerich’s visually dynamic conference posters
A model PowerPoint presentation by Panos Linos
A conference series by the Irwin Library

The next time you send us SelectedWorks updates, please consider content that’s
beyond the typical article or book chapter. While traditional scholarship remains
our foundation, it is our dynamic content that truly makes us stand out.

Please share this newsletter with your colleagues!

